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A hstract 
Sun. S.-H., On separation lemmas, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 78 (1992) 301-310. 
A general separation lemma is established in the present paper, which is a common gcneraliza- 
tion of the classical separation lemmas of Stow for distributive lattices and of Krull for rings. 
We also consider how far the axiom of choice can be replaced by the Prime Ideal Theorem. 
Introduction 
As is well known, there are very similar ideal theories for distributive lattices 
and (commutative) rings; for example, there are similar separation lemmas: 
Stone’s separation lemma. Let F be a jilter and I and ideal in a distributive lattice 
L, and suppose F fl I = $3. Then there is a prime ideal P containing I and disjoint 
from F. 0 
Krull’s separation lemma. Let I be an ideal and M a multiplicative system in a ring 
R, and suppose I n M = 0. Then there is a prime ideal P containing I and disjoint 
from M. 0 
It is of interest to investigate the relationship between distributive lattices and 
rings (see [5, lo]). In fact, many authors have attempted to find a common 
pattern for these (see [6, 4, 71). It is natural to wonder whether there is a common 
pattern for the two separation lemmas above. In this paper. we will consider 
ms-lattices (see also [4]), the class of which includes distributive lattices and the 
poset Id1 R for any ring. We shall establish, using the Prime Ideal Theorem 
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(PIT)-which IS strictly weaker than the axiom of choice (AC)-a general 
separation lemma for ms-lattices, which obviously extends Stone’s separation 
lemma for distributive lattices. Moreover, using AC, our separation lemma 
implies Krull’s separation lemma for general rings; thus the above question has an 
affirmative answer if we use the axiom of choice. Our separation lemma also 
generalizes Keimel’s separation lemma [6, Lemma 2.21. Furthermore, one may 
ask ‘Can we replace AC by PIT?‘. As to this question, the known facts are that 
PIT implies Stone’s separation lemma (see [5]) and that PIT implies that Krull’s 
lemma holds for commutative rings (see [S]). By using our separation lemma, we 
prove that PIT implies that Krull’s lemma holds for a larger class of rings called 
m-rings which includes, besides commutative rings, all noetherian rings and all 
matrix rings over commutative rings; hence it extends Rav’s result mentioned 
above. In Section 2, we shall give another generalization of Stone’s separation 
lemma which also extends a recent result of Rav [9]. 
1. A new separation lemma 
Slightly modifying a notion in [3], a multiplicative semi-lattice (abbreviated to 
ms-lattice) A is an (up)semi-lattice together with an associated binary multiplica- 
tion (u. b) H a. b satisfying the following: 
(1) u~(h,vb,)=(a~b,)v(a~b,)and(b,vb2)~u=(6,~u)v(b,~u); 
(2) a. b 5 a and a. b 5 b. 
Clearly, any distributive lattice is an ms-lattice with a . b = a A b. 
In any ms-lattice A with a top element 1 satisfying 1 . 1 = 1, the following holds 
for all u,b,c E A: 
(3) a v b = a v c = 1 implies a v (b . c) = 1; 
since 1 = (a v b)(u v c) = au v UC v ba v bc 5 a v bc. 
Let A be any ms-lattice; then 
- a subset F of A is called an m-jilter if it satisfies (a) a 5 b and a E F imply 
b E F, and (b) F is closed with respect to the multiplication, 
- a subset I of A is called an ideal if a 5 b and b E I imply a E I, and u,b E I 
implies a v b E I, 
_ an ideal I is called m-prime if ub E I implies either u E I or b E I. 
We shall prove a separation lemma, only using PIT, for ms-lattices. Clearly it 
extends Stone’s separation lemma for distributive lattices. We will also show that 
Krull’s separation lemma for (not necessarily commutative) rings can be deduced 
from it by using the axiom of choice, and show that Krull’s lemma holds for 
m-rings (which we will define below) only using PIT. We shall use the result of 
Rav [S], that PIT is equivalent to the truth of the following: 
Engeler’s lemma [8, Theorem 2.61. Let 9 be u family of functions whose domains 
are subsets of u set S und whose runge is the set (0, l}, satisfying 
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(a) for every finite subset F of S there exists 4 E 9 with domain F; 
(b) the restriction of any function in 9 to any finite subset of its domain belongs 
to 9; 
(c) if C$ is any function whose domain is a subset of S and whose restrictions to 
every finite subset of its domain belong to 3, then C$ E 9. 
Then there exists f E 4 whose domain is S. 0 
By this equivalence, Rav showed that PIT implies Krull’s separation lemma for 
commutative rings. Extending his proof, we have the following: 
Theorem 1.1. Let A be an ms-lattice, let S be an m-filter and let I be an ideal of A 
disjoint from S. Then PIT implies that there exists an m-prime ideal P containing I 
which is disjoint from S. 
Proof. Let 3 be the family of all functions 4 with domains dom 4 C A and range 
(0, l} such that 
(a) $(a)=OforanyaEIfldom@and~(a)=lforanyaESfldom~; 
(b) for each 4 E 9, the inverse image 4-‘(O) is a partial ideal of dom 4 (i.e., 
is an intersection of an ideal and dom 4); and C$ -l(l) is a partial m-filter of 
dom 4. 
Let F be a finite subset of A. We wish to show that there exists 4r; E 9 whose 
domain is F. If F is disjoint from I let 4,(x) = 1 for all x E F. If F is disjoint from 
S but not from I, let 4,(x) = 0 for all x E F. It is clear that 4,. E 9 for both cases 
above. Now if F meets both I and S, let 
F={a,,a2,...ai,,s,.sZ...s ,,,, x,,x,...~,,); 
write f,=InF={a,,a,,... a,}, S,=SflF=(s,,s,...s,,,}, and U,,W,-for 
the ideals generated by I, and F respectively. Then we have I,. C I/, C I, whence 
I/, is disjoint from S. Let P, bc an ideal, containing U,: and contained in W,, 
which is disjoint from S and contains the maximal number of elements from the 
set {x,, x, . . x,,}. It is clear that P, f? F is a partial ideal. Now we show that 
F - P,. is a partial filter. It suffices to show that the m-filter generated by F - P, is 
disjoint from P,. To do this, we have to show that, for any finite set of elements 
y,,y,,. . , y,EF- P,. we have y,y;. . y,, $Z’fp,-. Supposing the contrary, for 
each i 5 s let J, be the ideal generated by y, and P,. Then there is b, E P,. such 
that y, v 6, is in S; whence (y, v b,)( y, v b2). . (y, v b,) E S; but it is easy to 
check that this is also in P, by using distributivity. giving a contradiction. Now we 
define +F by sending each element in P, to 0 and each in F - P, to 1, as 
required. 
Thus the hypotheses of Engeler’s lemma are satisfied. Consequently, there 
exists f E 9 such that dom 6 = A. It follows now from the definition of 9 that 
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f ‘(0) is an ideal containing I but disjoint from S; furthermore, f- ‘(0) is prime 
since f-‘(l) is an m-filter. 0 
Corollary. PIT ,for distributive lattices is equivalent to PIT for ms-lattices. 0 
Definition. A ring R is called an m-ring if the set of all finitely generated ideals of 
R is closed under the multiplication of ideals. 
Clearly the class of m-rings includes, besides commutative rings, all noetherian 
rings and all matrix rings over commutative rings. For any ring R, we have the 
ms-lattice Id1 R consisting of all 2-sided ideals of R, in which the join is the sum of 
ideals and the multiplication is ideal-multiplication. For any ms-lattice L, we also 
have the ms-lattice Id1 L consisting of all ideals of L, in which the join of ideals I, 
is the ideal generated by their union and the multiplication JK of ideals J and K is 
the ideal generated by the set of all jk where j E J and k E K (for an extensive 
discussion of Id1 L, see the author’s [ll]). If R is an m-ring, we write L(R) for the 
sub-ms-lattice of Id1 R consisting of the finitely generated ideals of R. Then we 
have the following: 
Lemma 1.2. For each m-ring R, we have an isomorphism of ms-lattices between 
Id1 R and Id1 L(R). 
Proof. Define f : Id1 L(R) -+ Idl R by sending each J to 
f’(J) = c i 
(f is actually union since J is an ideal), and g : Id1 R-+ Id1 L(R) by sending each I 
to the set of all finitely generated ideals contained in I. Then it is easy to see that f 
and g preserve order and g(l) is an ideal of Id1 L(R). To see that they preserve 
multiplication, let J,H E Id1 (L(R)) and k E JH; then there are j, E J and hi E H 
such that k c c:‘=, j,h, C f(J)f(H); hence f(JH) C f(J)f(H). Conversely, 
f(J)f(H) = c,,., c ,lt,, jh c f(JH). Now let I,,I, E Id1 R and a E l,lz; then we 
have a = C x,y, for some X, E I, and y, E I,; whence 
(0) !L c (X,>(Y,) c s(r,>s(b) 
On the other hand, it is easy to check that g(l,)g(l,) & g(I,f,). Moreover, it is 
not hard to check that fg(1) = I and gf(J) = J for all I E Idl R and J E Id1 L(R). 
Thus f and g are mutually inverse. 0 
Corollary. Both f and g preserve m-primeness. 0 
We shall use this isomorphism to show the following: 
On separation lemmas 
Theorem 1.3. PIT implies that Krull’s separation lemma holds for m-rings. 
Proof. Let F be a multiplicative system in an m-ring R and I an ideal of R which is 
disjoint from F. Let 9 be the subset of L(R) consisting of those ideals which meet 
F; equivalently, J E 9 if and only if there is a E F such that (u) c J. We shall 
show that 4 is an m-filter of L(R): that 4 is a up-set is clear, and if J, K E 9, 
a E F fl J and b E F II K; then we have JK 2 (a)(b) 2 (azb) for some z E R such 
that azb E F, hence JK E 9. Furthermore, it is easy to see that g(Z) is disjoint 
from 9. Now by Theorem 1.1 we have an m-prime ideal 9’ of L(R) containing 
g(Z) and disjoint from 9; hence f(9) is disjoint from F and contains f(g(l)) = / 
by Lemma 1.2. Krull’s lemma now follows from the fact that f(S). by the 
corollary of Lemma 1.2, is a prime ideal of R. I7 
Remark 1. It is possible to give an alternative approach which is more direct and 
shows more clearly how the m-ring condition works: For any ring R, Idl R is an 
ms-lattice and one has the maps between Idl(Id1 R) and Id1 R by union (-) and 
by I++ J,Z = {J E Id1 R / J C Z} (+), the first being left adjoint to the second. 
Then, for the given disjoint I and M, the set ;( of all ideals J with J n M #0 is an 
m-filter in Id1 R while IZ is an ideal disjoint from it. Then, a prime ideal 9 
containing J,l which is disjoint from 3 has as its union P = U 9 an ideal disjoint 
from M. The question is whether P is a prime ideal and that is where the m-ring 
property comes into play: (a)(b) c P implies (a)(b) c J for some J E Y, hence 
(a)(b) E 9 so that (a) E Y for (6) E 9, and thus a E P or b E P. 
Remark 2. As a consequence, we have the well-known fact that PIT implies that 
Krull’s separation lemma holds for commutative rings. 
Remark 3. As an application, by using Lemma 1.2, we proved in [ll] that, for 
each m-ring R, the following are equivalent: 
(1) Id1 R is almost-normal (that is, for each pair I, ,I: E Id1 R with I, + t2 = R 
there are J,, J2 E Id1 R such that I, + J, = R = I2 + J, and (J, J2)2 = 0); 
(2) Spec R is normal; 
(3) Max R is a retract of Spec R; 
(4) each prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal ideal of R. 
This strengthens some results of Demarco and Orsatti (for the details, see [ll, 
Theorem 3.61). 
Now we are going to show that Krull’s separation lemma for general rings can 
be deduced from a result similar to Theorem 1 .l, by using AC. 
Let L be any ms-lattice. An element a E L is called compact provided that for 
each family of elements of L whose join is ~a. there is a finite subfamily whose 
join is >a. L is called compact if the top element 1 is compact. An m-filter S is 
called compactly generated if for each x E S there is a compact element a E F such 
that a 5 X. 
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Theorem 1.4. Let A be complete ms-lattice; let S be a compactly generated m-jilter 
and let I be an ideal of A disjoint from S. Then AC implies that there exists a 
principal m-prime ideal P containing I which is disjoint from S. 
Proof. By usual argument, AC implies that the existence of an ideal P which is 
maximal among those ideals which contain I and are disjoint from S; and then P 
is m-prime. Now the joint VP cannot belong to S; for if it did so there would be 
a compact element a E S with a 5 VP, giving-since P is an ideal-the contradic- 
tion a E P. Thus, by the maximality, P is precisely the principal ideal generated by 
VP. 0 
Now we can deduce Krull’s separation lemma from Theorem 1.4: 
In any ring R with an identity, let M be an m-system and I an ideal disjoint 
from M. Write F for the subset of the ms-lattice Id1 R consisting of those ideals 
that meet M. Then IgF. As in the proof of Theorem I .3, we can show that F is 
an m-filter generated by the compact elements (a) for a E M. So by Theorem 1.4 
there is a principal m-prime ideal ip containing I and disjoint from F. So I is 
contained in p, which is disjoint from M since p $F. Thus we have Krull’s 
separation lemma. 
Keimel (see (6, Lemma 2.21) established a new separation lemma for certain 
complete lattices with multiplication. Here, we shall show below that our 
Theorem 1.4 also generalizes Keimel’s separation lemma. Recall that a is way 
below b, denoted a @ b, if for every directed set D with V D 2 b there exists a 
finite subfamily F of D such that V F 2 a, and that a complete lattice L is called 
continuous provided that each element of L can be represented as the join of 
those elements which are way below it. Recall further that a cl-groupoid, see [4], 
is a complete lattice A with a binary multiplication (a, b) H a. b satisfying the 
infinite distributive law: 
a. VS =V{a..rlsES], 
( J ! 1 
VS .a=V{s.aIsES}. 
An integral cl-groupoid (also see [3]) is the one in which the top element is also 
an identity with respect to multiplication. 
It is clear that an integral cl-groupoid with associative multiplication is an 
ms-lattice. 
Remark. It is not hard to see that the conclusion in Theorem 1.4 still holds if the 
assumption that the m-filter S is compactly generated is weakened to the 
following: for each a E S there is a b E S such that b G a. We also note that in the 
proof of Theorem 1.4 the associativity of multiplication is not essential. By these 
observations, we have the following: 
Proposition 1.5. Let A be an integral cl-groupoid and F C A a set with the 
following properties: 




for each f E F, there is an element g E F with g <f; 
Opf F; 
F is closed under multiplication. 
Then there exists an m-prime element p @F such that F II (1 p) = 0. 0 
Proposition 1.5 obviously generalizes the following result of Kennel in [9]: 
Let A be an integral cl-groupoid which is a continuous lattice satisfying: 
(P) t@x and s+y imply tsexy for any x,s,t,yEA. 
Let F C A be a set with the following properties: 
(a) for each f E F, there is an element g E F with g @f; 
(b) O$FF; 
(c) F is closed under multiplication. 
Then there exists an m-prime element p @F such that F C’ {a E A ) a % p} = 0. 
2. Another extension 
We have seen from Theorem 1.1 that PIT implies (and hence is equivalent to) 
the existence of prime ideals for bounded ms-lattices. hence generalizing Stone’s 
separation lemma. very recently, Rav extended Stone’s separation lemma in 
another direction by showing that PIT implies the existence of a prime ideal for a 
particular class of lattices which have a semi-prime ideal (in the sense of Rav); see 
[9]. In this section, we shall establish one more result which extends the result of 
Rav above and, under certain circumstances. Theorem 1.1. 
Definition. A semi-lattice L with an associated binary multiplication is called a 
quasi-ms-lattice if it satisfies definition of an ms-lattice except that the multiplica- 
tion need not distribute over finite joins. In addition, if the multiplication is 
commutative, then the quasi-ms-lattice is called commutative. 
Clearly each lattice is a commutative quasi-ms-lattice if we regard the meet as 
the multiplication. Following Rav’s idea but using different terminology, we have: 
Definition. An ideal I of a quasi-ms-lattice A is called pre-prime if for every 
x, y,z E A, whenever xy E I and xz E I, then x( y v z) E I; an ideal I is called 
m-prime if ab E I implies a E I or b E I. 
Clearly. in an ms-lattice-in particular, in a distributive lattice and in a 
ring--every ideal is pre-prime. In general, in a quasi-ms-lattice, each m-prime 
ideal P is pre-prime, since xy E P and xz E P imply that either x E P or both y 
and z are in P; hence y v z E P; thus in the either case we have x( y v z) E P. (In 
[9], Rav calls such an ideal semiprime for the case of a lattice, regarding meet as 
the multiplication. Note that for a ring R, a pre-prime ideal of Id1 R, regarding as 
a quasi-ms-lattice in which the multiplication is the intersection, is precisely a 
semiprime ideal of R. However, when the multiplication is the ideal-multiplica- 
tion, a pre-prime ideal is precisely a usual ideal of R.) 
Before we state our main theorem in this section, we introduce some notation. 
Let A be a quasi-ms-lattice and 4 a congruence relation on A. We denote by A/+ 
the quotient lattice of A modulo 4 and consider the elements of Ai4 as subsets of 
A. If A/+ has a zero element 6, then 0 is called the kernel of 4. Clearly, 0 is then 
an ideal of A. Notice that we do not require that A itself have a zero element. A 
map between quasi-ms-lattices with a top element which is also an identity for 
multiplication is called a quasi-ms-lattice homomorphism if it preserves finite 
joins, multiplication and identity. I is a kernel of a quasi-ms-lattice homo- 
morphism if and only if there exists a congruence 4 on A such that I is the kernel 
of 4. Thus, an ideal I is a kernel provided I is a complete congruence class for 
some congruence 4 on A, since then I is the zero element of Ai4 because for 
every x E A and any i E I, x 2 xi E I, hence xl+ 2 I in A/4. Now modifying 
Rav’s proof in [9], we have the following: 
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a commutative quasi-ms-lattice with a top element which is 
the multiplicative identity and let I be an ideal of A. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) I is pre-prime. 
(b) I is the kernel of some quasi-ms-lattice homomorphism of A onto a bounded 
ms-lattice. 
Proof. Suppose that I is pre-prime and let 4 be the binary relation defined on A 
by the condition 
a4b ifandonlyif I:a=I:b, 
where I : u = {x E A 1 ax E I}. Clearly, 4 is an equivalence relation on A. Sup- 
pose that I : a = I : b and let c be any element of A. Then x E I : ac iff acx E I 
iff cx E I : a = I : b iff bcx E I iff x E I : bc. Consequently, a4b implies that 
(ac)4(bc) for each c E A. Next, observe that since I is preprime, I : a v c = 
(I : a) n (I : c). If a+b, then I : a v c = (I : u) n (I : c) = (I : b) n (I : c) = I : b v 
c, and hence (a v c)4(b v c) for all c E A. That is, 4 is a congruence on A. In 
order to prove that Ai4 is an ms-lattice, consider elements x/4, y/4 and z/4 in 
A /4. Let .74(x( y v 2)). Hence, I : s = I : x( y v 2). If t E I : s, then (tx( y v z)) E 
I, hence txEI:(yvx)=(I: y)n(I:z); therefore, t E (I : xy) n (I : XZ) = 
I : (xy v xz). We conclude that I : s C_ (I : (xy v xz)). or equivalently, s/4 5 
(xy v xz)/+, hence 
(x/4)( y/r$ v xi+> 5 ((x/4)( y/4) v (x/+)(z/4)) T 
proving that A/c$ is an ms-lattice since the converse is obvious. Furthermore, for 
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any i, j E I, we have I : i = A = I : j, whence @j. Hence I is contained in some 
congruence class a/4. But for any i E I, i+a implies that a E A = I : i = I : a, 
hence a = al E I, so that I = ai+ is a complete congruence class modulo d; i.e., I 
is the kernel of 4. The canonical quotient morphism determined by 4 is a 
quasi-ms-lattice homomorphism with kernel I. 
(b) +(a) is clear. 0 
By using Theorem 1.1, we have the following: 
Corollary 2.2. PIT implies that each commutative quasi-ms-lattice A with a top 
element which is the multiplicative identity and with a pre-time ideal has an 
m-prime ideal. 
Proof. Since the congruence ms-lattice has a zero and top elements, PIT implies 
that it has an m-prime ideal by Theorem 1.1. Thus the inverse image is an 
m-prime ideal of A. 0 
Thus we extend the following result of Rav; note that, if a quasi-ms-lattice A is 
a lattice, then a pre-prime ideal of A is precisely a semiprime ideal of A in Rav’s 
terminology. 
Corollary 2.3 [9]. PIT implies that each lattice with a semiprime ideal, in the sense 
of Rav, has a prime ideal. 0 
Note added in proof. (February 1992) Recently B. Banaschewski has shown that 
PIT implies Krull’s separation lemma for any ring (Preprint). 
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